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Wednesday, June 11, 2014 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Good afternoon everyone and welcome to the June Wildlife Center Classroom Series! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In June, there are celebrations across the world for our fathers. In the United States, Father’s Day is 
always celebrated on the third Sunday in June. 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Good afternoon, Miss Chapin..:-) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
We here at the Wildlife Center are so excited about the special occasion that we are going to celebrate a 
little bit early. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So in honor of the upcoming holiday, we are dedicating this month’s classroom series to all those 
dynamic dads out there. We are going to travel coast to coast and learn about five of the best animal 
dads found in the U.S.A! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Before we “meet” those five fine fathers, let’s first talk about animal parenting in general. Parental care 
is defined as any form of parental behavior that increases the fitness (survivability) of the offspring. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Parental care is very common in the animal world and among species, there is a wide range of styles and 
techniques parents use to raise their young. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In some species, only the females raise the young, in others, it’s just the males. Sometimes it’s both 
parents and sometimes it’s neither! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Parental investment is also something that has to been taken into account. Parental investment is any 
expenditure by the parents on an individual offspring that reduces their potential to invest in other 
present and future offspring. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Sometimes investment is just producing eggs or giving birth to young and then allowing them to go off 
on their own. In other cases, it’s feeding, protecting, and caring for their young even after the offspring 
is no longer truly dependent on the parents for food. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Make sense? 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
Yes. Very good. 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Sure does.. 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch   
yes it does 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In nature, there are two general approaches to reproduction. Tactic number one is to have one to a few 
large babies. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The other style is to have many, smaller offspring. Interestingly, the involvement of the father plays a 
BIG role in determining the size and number of a female’s offspring. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In a recent study by Holly Kindsvater and Suzanne Alonzo, it was found that females almost do an 
internal calculation to figure out how supportive their mates will be. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
If it is “believed” that he is a good dad that feeds, protects, etc, she will have more, but smaller young. 
Giving birth to smaller young takes less effort and if you have a helpful mate, the extra work that is 
required to care for more babies is taken up by dad. If the mate is not supportive, she will have fewer, 
but larger babies. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
To read more click the link below: http://royalsocietypublishing.org/content/281/1779/20131981 
 
 

http://royalsocietypublishing.org/content/281/1779/20131981
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The study was taken even further and it was discovered that the effects on baby size and number are 
actually dependent on exactly how dad helps out! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
If the dad stays and protects the young (no feeding), the female will have fewer, larger babies. She can 
put more energy into each and concentrate her efforts on just a few. 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
If dad stays and is involved with the feeding of the young, mom will have more, smaller babies. Since 
dad is around to share in the work of finding food, it can be more advantageous in the long run to have 
more babies. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
To put it in simple terms, here is a chart courtesy of Smithsonian.com 
 

 
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/animal-kingdom-deadbeat-dads-breed-bigger-babies-
180949548/?no-ist 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Regardless of the parental care or investment, there is an ultimate goal when producing young. Anyone 
know what it is? 
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Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
Well, the tree swallows in our nestbox have SEVEN babies, and the dad is a VERY active dad! So that fits 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Survival of the species! 
 
Comment From Lynette (VA)   
Survival? 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Perpetuation of the species. 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
Perpetuate the species? 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch   
survival of the species 
 
Comment From Guest   
to get them out of the house 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Have more kids to take out trash and sweep the floor... 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
Ding ding ding..33 won 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
It’s passing along one’s genes! So not only the survival of the species, but the survival of their own 
genes! 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
pass on your genes! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
DING! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
10 points to rehabexterns@wcv  
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In many situations, the male mates with the female and that’s the extent of his parental involvement. 
The female then goes to raise the young on her own. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Whether it’s being bigger, smarter, more experienced, etc., females in general select mates that they 
perceive will give their offspring the best chance of survival. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Hey your people can't answer questions! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Well they ARE students :) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
But in many species, when males invest more in the care of their young, there are often lower rates of 
offspring fatality and higher rates of success -- e.g., passing on their genes. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So let’s begin and take a look at those dads that give it their all when it comes to raising their young. 
Let’s see if you can figure out our first animal from a few clues. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
We will start out just off the coast of Virginia in the Atlantic Ocean. These little guys are found in both 
shallow and deep water in bays, channels, salt marshes and near shore coastal waters. They are often 
found clinging to aquatic vegetation and can grow to the whopping length of 19 cm. Any guesses? 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Seahorses? 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Maybe seahorses. 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
Seahorses! 
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Comment From Carol in OPFL   
Seahorses 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
That’s right! The Lined Seahorse (aka Northern Seahorse)! 
 

 
Lined Seahorse 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
These unique fish takes paternal care to a whole new level! Seahorses are the only known species where 
the males become pregnant and carry their young before they are born. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The lifespan of these fantastic fathers is fairly short--only about three years. Because their lives are so 
short, they reach maturity at about nine months. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So how is dad able to have babies? First he has to find a mate and he better choose carefully! Besides 
the males giving birth instead of the females, seahorses are also unusual fish because they are 
monogamous -- one mate for their entire life or until their partner dies. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
How do they stay together for their entire lives? They do “greeting dances” each morning to reaffirm 
their bond. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Kind of romantic right? 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Awww... 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
sweet. 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Once a bond has been established, the female will lay her eggs in the male’s brood pouch. By the way, 
she can lay anywhere between 250-650 eggs. 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
And you thought an opossum’s pouch was crowded with 13 babies. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The eggs then develop in dad’s pouch over the course of 20 days. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
When it’s time to give birth, labor isn't any easier for him than it is for any other female animal species. 
They don’t eat much, their breathing rate increases, and they have contractions! 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The baby seahorses, which look like teeny tiny versions of their adult parents, are then pushed out of 
dad’s pouch and then they are on their own. 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
If you would like to see a video of a male seahorse giving birth, here is a link from arkive.org 
http://shar.es/P1Y51 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
They receive no further care from their parents and just hours after giving birth, dad is ready to start on 
his next brood.  
 
So even though fatherhood ends directly after birth, the fact that he sticks with his mate his entire life, 
carries the developing young, and then gives birth makes him one of our five fantastic fathers. 
 
Comment From janeinstpete   
Love that about seahorses. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So we visited the coast and met our first father, now let’s go a bit inland and “meet” our next dedicated 
dad. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

So it is brackish or salt water where they breed and live? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
They can be both according to my research :) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
This species of bird is one of the most widespread breeders of its kind in North America. They aren't very 
big, a little bit smaller than a Killdeer, and feed by probing their long beaks into the sand, mud, or soft 
ground. Guesses? 
 
Comment From janeinstpete   
Ibises? 
 
Comment From Pat NWFL   
sandpiper 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Sand piper? 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Herons, sandpipers, plovers? 
 
Comment From Guest   
sandpiper 
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Comment From CarolinaGirl   
sandpipers? 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
snipe? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The Spotted Sandpiper! 
 

 
Spotted Sandpiper allaboutbirds.com 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The Spotted Sandpiper male truly is Mr. Mom. In the world of Spotted Sandpipers, the traditional roles 
where the mothers raise the young and the fathers defend the young and occasionally pitch in to help 
care for the babies are reversed. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Dad takes the primary role in parental care and mom establishes and defends the territory. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
When breeding season comes around, the female Spotted Sandpiper arrives at the breeding grounds 
first and establishes her territory. Then the male arrives and she actually courts him!  
 
After courting, they both choose a nest location and the female gets started on a nest. She then has the 
male finish it. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
After the nest is completed, she will lay her eggs and that’s where dad steps in. He incubates the eggs 
for about 21 days. Once the babies hatch, they are able to go out and catch their own food, but dad 
sticks with them and tends to them until his offspring can fly. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Mom may help out on occasion, but it’s really dad who takes the lead in caring for the young. 
 

 
Male Spotted Sandpiper on nest http://www.uleth.ca/vft/crowsnest/assortedbirds.html#spotted sand 
piper 
 
Comment From cwerb   
sandpipers are even smaller than killdeers? killdeer are pretty small 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
They are only a little smaller. 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
That's a cute pipette Mr. Mom has with him. 
 
Comment From 33mama   
What a sweet baby! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In many cases, after it is established that the male and female are a pair, they are monogamous. 
However, sometimes the female Spotted Sandpiper has other ideas. Females practice polyandry, or will 
have more than one male mate. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
If there are other males in the area, female Spotted Sandpipers may go find other mates and have nests 
and eggs with them. One female can lay eggs for up to four different mates at one time. 
 
Comment From 33mama   
As a kid, I remember small sea birds nesting right on the sand at the beach in New England. I thought 
they were sandpipers... 
 
Comment From Guest   
The more to ensure that she's getting the best genes for her offspring 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
BINGO! 
 
Comment From Pat NWFL   
How many eggs? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Usually about 4 
 
Comment From cwerb   
goodness..such a busy bird! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Scientists have done studies on why there is this role reversal. Even though the father has 10 times as 
much of the male hormone testosterone than the female, it’s not year round. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Interestingly, the female’s testosterone levels increase seven-fold during the breeding season. It is 
thought that this elevation in testosterone in the female contributes to the increase in her aggression 
and the switching of parental roles. 
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Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Where do they build the nests? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Nests are usually located near the edge of a body of water, about within about 100 yards of the shore. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The theory behind why the male takes over and becomes Mr. Mom has to do with hormones as well. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
When the female lays her first egg, the male Spotted Sandpiper’s testosterone levels drop and another 
hormone [prolactin] that triggers parenting and incubation is produced. By the third egg, he is ready to 
take over. 
 
Comment From cwerb   
isn't it interesting these birds know exactly who's who..so for example a sandpiper would never partner 
with a killdeer. Do we know how they can tell each other apart? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
A lot of it has to do with prezygotic barriers (different appearance, behavior, location, etc) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The fact that this father is so dedicated that he finishes building the nest, incubates the eggs, and raises 
the young, regardless of help from the female, makes him a dad worth celebrating! 
  

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Alright, we have talked about a fish and bird species where the father goes above and beyond when it 
comes to caring for their babies. Let’s move on to our next papa that is passionate about parenting. 
 
By the way I hope everyone is enjoying the alliteration :) 
 
Comment From Deb in SD   
Hi--just got here and read back to catch up---so very interesting, Chapin! This is a great class! 
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Comment From Guest   
Positively! 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch   
Lovin it 
 
Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
This dad is a mammal that is native to Virginia and found in most parts of the U.S. It is also found 
throughout Canada. He is the largest of his type of species and can produce up to 28 different 
vocalizations. Your last clue is he happens to be one of my favorite native Virginia animals. 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
Coyote? 
 
Comment From cwerb   
oh...opossum? 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Bobcat? 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
FOX 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Fox? 
 
Comment From Kathryn in Mi   
Fox 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Ding Ding Ding! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The Red Fox! 

 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
That's what the fox says 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
I was hoping someone would catch that :) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
People often overlook the Red Fox and don’t usually think of the male being a good parent. Foxes by 
nature are shy, elusive, and independent. But in the winter, males and females pair up and are more 
often than not monogamous. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The established pair will dig a den and the female will give birth inside. Then it’s time for dad to step up 
to the plate and be an attentive partner and father. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
When fox kits are born, they are small, blind, and helpless. For the first month, mom has to stay in the 
den to nurse her babies and keep them warm since the young are not able to thermoregulate. Therefore 
she cannot leave the den for very long. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So what does the male fox do? He gets take out. Every four to six hours, the father fox has to find food 
and bring it back to his mate. And of course find his own food too. 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
room service 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Wow! No rest for the weary! 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Full time job there 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
As the young get older, mom helps out with providing food for the offspring. She can have up to 11 kits, 
but the average is around 6. Dad also takes on another role besides bringing home dinner and becomes 
a teacher. He will call the kids away from the den and will be an active participant in play. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
It is through play-time that he teaches his young the skills they need to survive. He teaches them how to 
stalk and hunt, scavenge, and how to escape predators.  
 
He will actually hide food for the kits to sniff out and find as well as ambush his kits to give them practice 
in self-defense and how to evade danger. 
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Courtesy of Nate Zeman 
 

 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
This is so cool. Never thought about fox dads were so involved. 
 
Comment From Carol in OPFL   
Wow! What a good Dad! 
 
Comment From cwerb   
I wonder why the males of some species are such great fathers while others, like our beloved bears, 
tend to skip town prior to the birth 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
It has to do a lot with parental investment and what "strategy" works best for the species. 
 
Comment From Guest   
Same as human dads, I suppose, cwerb. Genetic and personality variation 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The fox kits will stay with mom and dad and will accompany them on foraging trips. By the end of the 
summer/ early fall, the kits will begin to disperse and will be prepared to take on the world all thanks to 
dad. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Wolves do this as well... right? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Yep and the pack will be involved as well. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Let’s continue our tour across the United States and meet another dad who takes an active role in the 
care of his offspring. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
This one probably was the coolest one in my mind and made me geek out on numerous occasions. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
This next individual has been a subject of many studies that focus on the parental involvement of fathers 
and pair bonding. In most mammalian species, the relationship between the male and his mate is more 
of a “love them, and leave them” --meaning the extent of paternal involvement is mating with the 
female and then moving on. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
This relationship is especially true for rodent species. This dad is found in central North America and 
lives out in the plains and (hint hint) the prairie. Guesses? 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
prairie dog 
 
Comment From cwerb   
prairie dog! 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Prairie dogs! 
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Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Groundhogs, woodchucks, prairie dogs... the same... 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
prairie dog 
 
Comment From Carol in OPFL   
Prairie dogs? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Y'all are close but no one has guessed it yet. 
 
Comment From cwerb   
prairie squirrel? 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
black footed ferret 
 
Comment From Kathryn in Mi   
ferret 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Ready? 
 
Comment From cwerb   
weasels! 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
This is like Jeopardy..... 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The Prairie Vole! 

 
Prairie Vole 
 
Comment From 33mama   
lol isn't that cute! 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Oh my! 
 
Comment From cwerb   
well he looks like a sort of squirrel 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The Prairie Vole male is a pretty remarkable partner and father. In general, most rodents are 
promiscuous when it comes to mates. A very close cousin to the Prairie Vole, the Montane Vole, skips 
out on its mate as soon as she is carrying his offspring. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
never heard of a prairie vole! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
In contrast, the male Prairie Vole not only sticks around with his mate, but he is monogamous, AND he 
stays with her for his entire life or until she dies. If she does die, he rarely chooses another mate. 
 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Just a neat fact, only about three percent of mammals are monogamous. 
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Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
new one for me too--but I have PA voles--who dig tunnels in my year--sigh 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Now that is loyalty for a little guy. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
When a non-bonded male encounters a non-bonded female, he puts forth a good bit of effort to get her 
interested and courts her. After he wins her affection, they will breed and then dad gets to work 
preparing for his offspring. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Lydia, I have SC voles that eat the roots of my plants! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Are these related to "ordinary voles"? Will they act the same? I used to have a lot of them around my 
house, so it is only the PRAIRIE vole? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Yes they are related to other voles, but the Prairie Vole is very unique in its behavior. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
He will construct the nest for his soon to be arriving family (the female lines it with soft materials) as 
well as clear a runway (make a path that allows for easy access) to the nest. Then he also begins to 
gather and cache food for his mate and himself. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Once the babies arrive 21 days later, he and his mate equally share the responsibilities of raising the 
young. He will groom the babies, retrieve them if they wander off, and will even brood them.  
 
Basically, dad does everything that mom does except nurse the young. If another Prairie Vole (male or 
female) enters his den or territory, he will protect the young and will run off the intruder. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
When he isn’t caring for young, he is often cuddling or attending to the needs of his mate. Once the 
young are weaned after three weeks, he and his mate will start over again. Coincidentally, the male 
Prairie Vole spends most of his life being a great dad. 
 

 
A monogamous couple of prairie voles with their offspring at the Yerkes National Primate Research 
Center in Atlanta. Todd Ahern/AP/Emory University 
 
From Guest   
So if they start again after 3 weeks, what happens to the first litter? They've been weaned, but when do 
they leave on their own? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
They will sort of go off on their own and the parents sort of encourage it by stopping care and possibly 
running them off if they don't get the hint. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
I mentioned previously that the Prairie Vole has been an instrumental test subject in determining how 
pair bonding is formed and have long been of interest to researchers who study the neurobiology 
behind monogamy, and the ability to maintain relationships in humans. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Ok, here is where the geeking out comes in. Prepare to have your minds blown! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Through hundreds of experiments, it has been found that the hormone vasopressin is part of the reason 
why these voles (and people) form monogamous relationships.  
 
When a male Prairie Vole is with his mate and when he breeds with her, his brain releases vasopressin. 
Vasopressin helps male animals form social and “romantic” bonds. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
What makes the Prairie Vole special is not that its brain releases this hormone, but actually where the 
vasopressin hormone receptors are located in its brain. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The vasopressin receptors in the Prairie Vole’s are concentrated in the part of its brain that produces 
feelings of pleasure, “happiness”, and reward. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

sorry, can't spare it, not with my small brain, just excite me instead! 
 
Comment From cwerb   
do they sell that?! 
 
Comment From janeinstpete   
cwerb - LOL!! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So whenever he is with his mate, he is in a way rewarded and becomes more or less addicted to being 
with her. By caring for the young, it makes him an attractive mate and the female stays with him.  
 
The female’s brain also releases hormones (oxytocin) which helps create and solidify bonds when she is 
with her mate. Pretty amazing! 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
I'm sure there is someone trying to bottle it. 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
I'm totally geeked. 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Ok, we have one more amazing animal dad left. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
This animal is found across the US and is again one of the largest of its species. It is a bird and through 
my research for this class, is often given the award as being one of the hardest working bird dads out 
there. Whooo is it? 
 
Comment From cwerb   
um..owl? 
 
Comment From Guest   
owl? 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
barn owl 
 
Comment From 33mama   
An owl! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

and now... the male GHo! Of course, we have all been waiting for him to be introduced! 
 
Comment From 33mama   
GHOW? 
 
Comment From janeinstpete   
Eagle! 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
GHOW 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Whooooooooo indeed! GHOw's 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
YES! The Great Horned Owl 
 

 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
Isn't he handsome! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
Yay! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
The Great Horned Owl male is a very good father. First things first, this dad sets up a good, safe territory 
with bountiful food where he can raise a family. Then he hoots and calls out to attract a mate. 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Watching the cam in Oklahoma every year is just fascinating what a Dad they are... 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Once he has selected a mate, he stays with her. Great Horned Owls are like the other fathers we have 
discussed in that they are monogamous. The two owls will then go out and search for a suitable nest. 
They don’t really build their own nests but instead use old squirrel nests, hawk nests, or hollowed out 
trees. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Good at recycling! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
After they have selected the appropriate real estate, it is time to settle down and start a family. The 
female will lay two to three eggs and incubate them. A little reminder, Great Horned Owls lay their eggs 
in late winter when it’s still cold. 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

don't even think about taking over an eagle nest... we have seen them try that at NBG and elsewhere. 
 
Comment From cwerb   
they occasionally turn up in eagle nests don't they 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
I'm sure they do. An eagle nest would be a nice large home :) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Since the female cannot leave her eggs, the male Great Horned Owl has to bring her food. While it is not 
only difficult finding his own food, he also has to find enough food to support his mate who is about 25% 
larger than he is. 
 
Remember in birds of prey, the female is typically larger than the male. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Once the babies hatch, the meal order is even larger. These babies require about one fourth of their 
body weight in food intake each day.  
 
After about a month, the female can leave the nest and assist the male in finding enough food for their 
offspring. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
At six to nine weeks, the owlets beginning fledging. Dad will continue to stick around to feed and protect 
his offspring until they are able to survive on their own, which is usually toward the end of the summer. 
What a great father! 
 
                     ๏  ๏)   

Kids LOVE GHO's the very BEST! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So there you have it folks-- five fantastic fathers who set the bar high for paternal parenting and take 
parental investment to a new level. 
 
Comment From rehabexterns@wcv   
Thanks for the great class Chapin! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
I'm not done yet! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Speaking of paternal parenting … for those of you that follow the Wildlife Center, you know that we 
have a male surrogate Great Horned Owl for any young owlets that come into the Center. For those of 
you that didn’t know, I am pleased to introduce you to Papa G’Ho. 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Papa G'Ho came to the Wildlife Center from Henrico County, Virginia, in December 2001. He had 
sustained injuries to his feet and wings, likely after he was struck by a vehicle.  
 
Despite rehabilitation, Papa G’Ho never regained his ability to fly silently. Because noisy flight would 
severely inhibit his ability to survive independently, he cannot be released back into the wild. 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Wait there's more? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
You bet! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Though he is unable to return to the wild himself, Papa G'Ho plays a very important role at the Wildlife 
Center as a surrogate parent for any young, orphaned Great Horned Owls that we admit.  
 
While our rehabilitation staff is fantastic at rehabilitating orphaned owlets, it’s even better when we can 
have one of their own kind raise them. 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Now there is a great Papa! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
After their initial examination and treatment, young owlets are moved into Papa G’Ho’s enclosure, 
where he helps them develop natural owl behaviors.  
 
Our staff takes great care to keep Papa G'Ho from becoming comfortable around humans – by keeping 
him "wild," we can ensure that the owlets he raises will survive, and thrive, on their own. 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch   
Love Papa 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Papa sure knows how to be a great dad! We have watched him in action! 
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Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Papa G’Ho has served as a surrogate for dozens of Great Horned owlets during his time at the WCV. 
Currently Papa G’Ho is raising two owlets (#14-0255 and #14-0404). Here are both of the owlets’ 
stories:http://wildlifecenter.org/c... 
 
http://wildlifecenter.org/c... 
 
Comment From Karen in Orlando   
I love Papa G'Ho 
 
                     ๏  ๏)   

Can all of you out there hear all of our kids SIGHING and OOOOOhhing and AAAAAHHhing! We so LOVE 
Papa G'Ho! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Interestingly enough, Papa was thought to be a “Mama” for many years due to his large size. In the 
spring of 2011, the WCV staff had a chance to have Papa’s DNA tested to determine his gender — and 
found that Mama was actually a Papa! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Papa G’Ho has done such an amazing job as a surrogate patent that he has secured a number of radio 
programs, news stories, and has even won awards.  
 
Last June WAMU did a fantastic program on our Papa G’Ho. Take a listen! 
http://wamu.org/programs/me... 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY   
What is the life expectancy of a GHOW? 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
According toallaboutbirds.org :"The oldest Great Horned Owl on record was at least 28 years old when it 
was found in Ohio in 2005." 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
As for awards, Papa G'Ho was entered into Virginia Living's "Coolest Dad Photo Contest" back in 2012. 
The winner would receive a Sak’s Fifth Avenue dress shirt and Etro Pocket Square. 
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After a two-week voting period, Papa G'Ho easily came away with the highest number of votes -- in 
total, Papa received more than 2,000 votes. 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY   
That's great, Papa should be around for a long time them. 
 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
We CN'ers voted him best Father in a contest in Norfolk..he won, but they wouldn't give him the nice 
shirt and tie.... 
 

 
 
Comment From janeinstpete   
The image of Papa in a shirt is hilarious! 
 
                     ๏  ๏)   

HA HA HA Papa G'Ho doesn't NEED a shirt and tie to show how extraordinary he looks! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Papa G'Ho was voted the best FATHER on fathers' day a couple of years ago, and won a nice mouse for 
his trouble. I think he should have gotten the shirt and handkerchief, too. 
 

 
Papa and Great Horned Owlets #14-0404 and #14-0255 
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Comment From Guest   
Did they at least make a donation in his honor if not giving him shirt and tie? 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
$10.00 for a juicy mouse? That better had been a BIGGUN... 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Lots of juicy mice :) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Hopefully from this class you have learned that good dads can come in all sorts of shapes, sizes, species, 
and can be found all over. While some of their parenting techniques may differ from others, they all do a 
great job of raising their offspring and preparing them for the life ahead. 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
So in honor of all those fantastic fathers out there, both animal AND human, we here at the Wildlife 
Center want to celebrate and wish those dads a very Happy Father’s Day! Thanks so much for joining us 
for this month’s Wildlife Center Classroom Series! 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato   
I love Papa GHo...he was the first critter I sponsored! :o) 
 
Comment From Guest   
Thanks for the great class, Chapin 
 
Comment From Melinda in NC   
Great class, Chapin!!! 
 
Comment From Special K ♥   
Thank you very much, Chapin. I sure learned a lot of information. :) 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
I need to go now so thanks Chapin. Another great class!! I learned lots. Happy Wednesday everyone! 
 
Comment From a WCV Fan   
Thanks for the great class Chapin! 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Lots of good info Chapin, thank you. The Prairie Vole is most interesting.... 
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Com                  ๏  ๏)   

W O W, Chapin, what an incredible session! Thanks so very MUCH! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

And Papa GHo is the cutest and most adorable father of all! 
 
Comment From Candice Vabch   
What a wonderful class. thank you Chapin. I learn so much from these classes. 
 
Comment From cwerb   
great class! 
 
Comment From Guest   
Great class, thanks Chapin 
 
Comment From 33mama   
Thank you, Chapin! Enjoyed the class! 
 
Comment From Renee in PA   
Thank you Chapin! This was a wonderful class! 
 
                     ๏  ๏)   

Oh, Chapin, you are the BEST! Thanks so much for such a wonderful and enlightening session for our 
kids! HUGS! 
 
Comment From VA Kris   
Chapin, this has been a wonderful class. Thank you. 
 
Comment From beehive5/ND   
Great class Chapin! Thank you. Happy Father's Day to all the Dads! 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Wonderful class Chapin. Thanks for geeking us out too. :) 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Always happy to geek out :) 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson   
Thanks for a great class, Chapin! 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ             ๏  ๏)   

Very fine class and lots of good information, love it, Chapin! 
 
Comment From SEK in CO   
Thank Chapin - enjoyed it very much! 
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Comment From CarolynSC   
Thanks, very interesting class! 
 
Comment From janeinstpete   
Wonderful Chapin! Love when you do these classes. 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato   
VERY interesting class today, Chapin! Thank you very much!! I learned a lot of information I didn't know 
about all these different "fathers"! 
 
Comment From Carol in OPFL   
Thanks Chapin for a great class! This is the first time I haven't had to scroll back after work. Thoroughly 
enjoyed it! 
 

Chapin Hardy, WCV:  
Ok folks I'm going to step away! Thanks again for coming to class today and Happy Early Father's Day to 
all you dads out there! 
 


